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Lawrence Kingston
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In

many ways, Lawrence Kingston seems like everyone’s idea of the
English gentlemen: tall, elegant, courteous, with proper manners, and a
strong sense of fair play. Last of a dying breed? Maybe.
His bachelor life is centered on his
antiques-filled flat in fashionable Chelsea.
He moved to London after his wife died
too young, just before his retirement from
teaching, as an Edinburgh University
professor of botany.
To Kingston, the idea of retirement is
unacceptable. It signifies a life of terminal boredom. Urban life suits him
to a T and when he needs to escape, his Triumph TR4 is parked nearby.
When asked what he does with his time, he quotes Samuel Johnson,
“When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life; for there is in
London all that life can afford.”

“He’d be Right at Home on the TV Screen”
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For Kingston, there’s far
too much life yet to live.
His favorite pursuit is
visiting Gardens and
country houses. His local
is The Antelope, in nearby
Belgravia. At home he can
often be found in his wellequipped kitchen with his
nose in one of his fiftyplus cookbooks while tasting new wines. To exercise his brain cells
there’s the Times cryptic crossword puzzle that, according to the
setters, ‘requires serious word power and cryptic puzzling skills.’
But Kingston has another side, a calling that has gained him wide
recognition: he solves murder cases. He can see things that others
miss; has innate powers of deductive reasoning and intuition. Even
the police have come to respect him, albeit, grudgingly. He’ll never
claim it, but he’s good. Damned good. So clever, in fact, that his
friend Andrew once remarked, that
‘Kingston can almost sniff out a
murder case before the body has
been found.’
“In Lawrence Kingston the author has
created an intriguing and pleasing
character who would seem equally at home
on the television screen.

“This is a Real Page Turner!”
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Alex and Kate Sheppard have found
the perfect house; the home they’d
always dreamed of owning. Nestled
deep in the Wiltshire countryside and
surrounded by a sadly neglected twoacre walled garden, The Parsonage was
to be their little paradise…but nothing
stays perfect forever.
Soon after moving in they make an
impossibly exciting discovery—one that
defies every known law of nature and
science. They find a blue rosebush
flourishing in their walled garden. As word of their discovery leaks
out, their peaceful existence is shattered and they find themselves
plunged into a world of coded journals, genetic experiments, cold
blooded greed and, ultimately, murder.
With no one left to trust but themselves and
botanist, crime solver, Professor Lawrence
Kingston, the only possible way they can
survive is to unravel the dark, seductive secret
of the Blue Rose.

France’s Best Mystery Novel, 2006

“Wonderful Character and Content”
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Hidden within the derelict gardens of
abandoned Wickersham Priory, a
deadly secret is waiting. But when a
young Californian, Jamie Gibson, finds
herself the new owner of the estate—a
surprise bequest from a total stranger—
long dormant secrets begins to stir.
Fired with enthusiasm to restore the
old gardens to their former glory, she
seeks the help of Lawrence Kingston, a
retired professor of botany. Kingston
soon unearths an old chapel that leads to an ancient Healing Well,
which yields a human skeleton. And as the police pursue their
inquiries, Kingston begins his own investigation, following a
baffling trail of clues that winds through the centuries, from the
battlegrounds of World War II to the depths of the Middle Ages.
It is a trail marked by misadventure, revenge
and murder, and when Kingston finally
unlocks the secret of Wickersham Priory, he
and Jamie must confront a reckoning that
neither of them could have ever imagined.
“Anthony Eglin has once again brought together an
eclectic mix of people and places and thrust us into the
heart of a mystery that never lets up from start to finish.”

“Enjoyed Every Thrilling Minute”
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Eglin’s engaging third English mystery
pits retired London botanist Lawrence
Kingston against rapacious, lawless foes
when his longtime friend and colleague,
goes missing on his way to have a tiny
porcelain statue repaired.
Drawing on his cruciverbalist skills,
Kingston interprets a coded message in
his friend’s date book that leads to
another cryptogram. Clues indicate that
his colleague discovered how to
desalinate seawater with a unique crossbred water lily, a scientific
breakthrough with potentially far-reaching benefits—and
profitability.
Kingston believes his friend has been
kidnapped because of the salt sucking lilies,
and even when Kingston is nearly shot down
on a helicopter flight, he remains dogged in
pursuit of his missing friend.
“Fans of the brave and erudite Kingston will savor
his latest breakneck botanical adventure.”

“I Couldn’t Put It Down!”
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A plant-hunting expedition haunted by
tragedy leads to a perilous trail of
greed, larceny and deceit. Has Peter
Mayhew, the man who plunged to his
death on a mountain in China, come
back to life? Which of the expedition
members is hiding an explosive secret?
Why are some being targeted for
murder?
Once again, the erudite Dr. Lawrence
Kingston—retired professor of botany
and reluctant sleuth—finds himself at the center of a baffling case
like none he has ever encountered. Following an ambiguous trail
with only scant clues, he has to find the hidden meaning in a cache
of valuable Chinese antiquities, shadow a ruthless assailant through
London’s Underground, and travel the length and breadth of
Britain, from a hospital ward in Oxford to the mountains of Wales,
in his search for the truth. By now, even his most likely suspects are
becoming victims themselves, and
the stakes rise exponentially as each
lead comes to a dead end...literally.

“Masterfully Constructed”
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In the garden of a country estate, an
ancient monument holds a cryptic secret.
Its coded inscription has baffled the
world’s cleverest minds for two centuries.
When a child stumbles upon the dead
body of a man by the monument, another
mystery is revealed: in his clenched fist is a
scrap of paper bearing a sequence of letters.
With the case at a standstill, Lawrence
Kingston is hired to conduct an inquiry.
Soon, he is entangled in a centuries-old family feud, a suspicious
poisoning and threats to his life.
To solve secrets of the past and crimes of the present, he must
decipher a code found hidden in an old temple and then delve into
the pages of Gray’s Elegy, a beloved 17th century poem that
conceals the final coded answer. His worst fears materialize when
he becomes the next target.

“Eglin skillfully weaves together high-intensity
intrigue with luxurious setting, alternating
between safety and danger right up to the last
minute.”

GRAY’S

ELEGY

“A Delightful Sagacious Mystery”
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No sooner than a thirteen-year-old child
begs Kingston to reinvestigate her
mother’s disappearance, eight years
prior, the redoubtable botanist,
professor and sleuth learns that an
English rose, extinct for half a century
has been discovered growing on Alcatraz
island, 5,000 miles from its former
home.
His search for clues to both mysteries,
uncovers the murder of an elderly
recluse whom he suspects of having firsthand knowledge of the rose. The chance
discovery of handwritten notes in a sixty-five-year old rose book are
enough to convice Kingston that the events are all intertwined.
Hampered by duplicity and lies, his investigation leads to a shocking
discovery: a link to one of Britain’s most notorious crimes from the
past.
A multi-layered adventure that starts with
an innocent cry for help turns into a
treacherous roller-coaster ride ending with
lives hanging in the balance—including his
own.
“This is a book you hope will never end.
Wonderful character and content. How this
author slipped under my radar until now will
remain the ultimate mystery.”

